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Field-Effect Transistors on Photonic Cellulose Nanocrystal 
Solid Electrolyte for Circular Polarized Light Sensing
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The integration of bioinspired chiral cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) films into 
transistor devices with distinct sensing properties for left- and right-handed 
circular polarized light (LCPL and RCPL, respectively) is reported. The CNC 
films with a left-handed internal long-range order are infiltrated with sodium 
ions to yield solid-state electrolytes with photonic properties capable of LCPL 
reflection and RCPL transmission. They are employed as gate dielectrics 
in sputtered amorphous indium–gallium–zinc oxide (a-IGZO) transistors. 
The obtained devices operate in depletion mode at low voltages (<2 V) with 
On–Off ratios of up to 7 orders of magnitude, subthreshold swings around 
80 mV dec−1, and saturation mobilities up to 9 cm2 V−1 s−1. Combining the 
photonic character of the CNC films with the light sensitivity of a-IGZO, the 
devices are capable of discrimination between LCPL and RCPL signals in the 
blue region. These type of devices can find application in photonics, emis-
sion, conversion, or sensing with CPL but also imaging or spintronics.
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find application in advanced fields, such 
as spintronics.[11] To distinguish the two 
polarization states by means of electronic 
circuitry is still a challenge, which has 
been tackled by the use of chiral organic 
semiconductors, plasmonic metamate-
rials, or anisotropically grown heterochiral 
metal–oxide structures.[12–14]

Recently, bioinspired films have shown 
similar properties with, for instance, 
cellulose, where macroscopic photonic 
effects can be achieved due to proper-
ties connected to structural order on the 
nanoscale.[15] Through acid hydrolysis 
native cellulose can be broken down into 
high aspect ratio (≈10) cellulose nanocrys-
tals (CNCs). Cholesteric nematic ordering 
of CNCs in aqueous suspension that can 
be preserved upon drying, was discov-
ered over 50 years ago.[16] This process 

is referred to as evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) 
and is the basis for structural order in CNC films. Since then, 
CNCs have been in the spotlight, owing to properties such as 
iridescence and selective reflection and transmission of CPL, 
attributed to the inherent chirality of individual CNCs, which 
self-assemble into left-handed twisted superstructures.[17] Con-
sequently, LCPL is reflected, whereas RCPL is transmitted. The 
reflected wavelength (λreflected) is expressed through the de Vries 
equation as a function of the average refractive index (navg), the 
pitch or distance of a full cholesteric rotation (P), and the angle 
between the incident light and the cholesteric layers (θi).

λ θ= sinreflected avg in P
 

(1)

Films from dried CNCs thus present distinct photonic band-
gaps for specific CPL. To access, control, and explore these proper-
ties, a reliable integration into electronic devices is vital. However 
the active use of CNCs as a CPL transducer in microelectronics 
has been left to speculation and research is needed in this field.

One route of integration resides in the area of field-effect 
transistors (FETs) where paper can be applied as the transistor’s 
dielectric layer.[18] This approach is promising for the pre-
sent work as the CNC films function simultaneously as the 
transistor’s dielectric and as a photonic filter for CPL. In this 
work, we therefore take advantage of two properties of cellulose, 
which is its proven dielectric properties in paper transistors and 
its inherent capability to form chiral nematic photonic films 
when broken down into crystalline nanorods.[19,20] Combining 

Field-Effect Transistors

1. Introduction

In order to move from a prebiotic racemic mixture to life as we 
know it, a special ingredient was needed to crack the symmetry 
between left- and right-handed (chiral) molecules, a process 
generally referred to as “breaking the mirror.”[1] Speculations 
over this phenomenon exist, but it remains a mystery to evo-
lutionists.[2] Nevertheless, on the very basis might lay a simple 
polarization state of light, i.e., circularly polarized light (CPL), 
that gave rise to the chirality that lays at the foundation of life 
as we see it today.[3,4] Consequently, CPL presents an impor-
tant aspect of our biochemistry and can be used as an efficient 
information carrier, for example in biology with CPL vision 
in stomatopod crustacean,[5] but also in modern information 
technology.[6–10] Furthermore, the two polarization states of CPL 
(left- and right-handed CPL – LCPL and RCPL, respectively) 
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these two properties, we report on the integration of a bioin-
spired superstructured photonic film from CNCs into a tran-
sistor device capable of distinct CPL detection.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Device Fabrication

The CNCs used to prepare the photonic droplets were 
obtained through acid hydrolysis, as reported elsewhere.[21] 
The acid hydrolysis treatment reduces cellulose microcrys-
tals into CNCs and additionally promotes a functionalization 
with sulfate half ester surface groups, which stabilizes the 
nanocrystals in suspension (as exemplified by one sulfate 
group in the inset in Figure 1e).[22] To enhance the volume 
fraction of the anisotropic phase, the resulting CNC suspen-
sion was concentrated by centrifugation to 3 wt% with a pH of 
around 3 (CNC3).[23]

Figure 1 depicts schematically the fabrication process and the 
aspect of the final device. In order to fabricate the transistors 
on the CNC-based photonic electrolytes, an indium tin oxide 
(ITO)-coated glass serves as the substrate and common gate 
electrode, onto which 100 µL of the CNC suspension was drop-
casted (see Figure 1a). After drop-casting, the circular films 
(d ≈ 1.5 cm) are left to dry for one day in a controlled environ-
ment (25% relative humidity (RH), T = 21 °C) for EISA until 
constant weight (see Figure 1b). The dry films were subse-
quently subjected to an ion infiltration step, through submer-
sion in 10 mL of 0.5 m NaOH for 1 h (see Figure 1c). Finally, 
after nitrogen drying, the amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-
oxide semiconductor (a-IGZO), as well as the source and drain 
gold contacts (W/L = 2000 µm/50 µm), are deposited on top 
of the films by physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques, 
using shadow masks (Figure 1d). A schematic of the transistors 
is given in Figure 1e with a microscopic view on the channel 

region. Figure 1f gives insight into the chiral nematic helicoidal 
superstructure of the solid-state photonic electrolyte.

Cellulose fibers naturally retain water in their structure, 
which serves as a protonic conductor through the Grotthuss 
mechanism, conferring electrolytic properties to it.[24] Conse-
quently, paper can be used in FETs, taking the role of a solid-
state electrolyte. Similarly CNCs can employ the same function 
to gate oxide thin-film transistors (TFTs).[21] One of the major 
drawbacks associated to these types of transistors is their need 
for high electric fields to promote ion polarization. This turns 
the transistors not only into high power dissipation devices but 
might also damage the deposited thin films, as was observed 
for our initial transistors with untreated CNC membranes 
(see Section S1 in the Supporting Information). Recently, 
low-voltage operation was achieved through alkali metal ion 
incorporation into cellulosic structures, serving as ion storage 
hosts.[25] In this study, we take advantage of this phenomenon 
by incorporating sodium ions from NaOH solutions into the 
chiral photonic CNC films through an ion infiltration process 
(as depicted in Figure 1c).

2.2. Photonic Solid-State Electrolyte Film

Chirality in CNC suspensions and dry films is believed to be 
imparted at mainly three distinct length scales; first at molec-
ular scale from the cellulose chains (chiral glucose), second 
from the morphology of the CNC rods, and third by the long 
range order of the chiral nematic self-assembly.[26] The twisting 
with an intrinsic left handedness is therefore not only due to the 
inherent chirality of the individual cellulose chains but is also 
caused by morphological and liquid crystalline properties.[27]

The chiral nematic phase of the CNC suspensions is strongly 
related to interparticle electrostatic interactions, which have a 
substantial effect on the free energy of the system. The addition 
of salts or any form of ions to a CNC suspension destabilizes 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of device fabrication. a–d) The fabrication flow diagram is shown, whereas e) the final device structure with a 
microscopic view on the channel region of the transistor (scale bar indicates 25 µm) below an individual CNC nanoparticle and its negatively charged 
surface sulfate group is shown. f) The internal CNC superstructure with a twisted long-range order is illustrated, giving the droplet its photonic 
properties. The director (n

�
) of the chiral nematic phase indicates the rotation throughout a half-pitch (P/2).
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the anisotropic phase and might in some cases even result in 
flocculation.[28–30]

This was observed when, as a first approach for ion incorpo-
ration, a NaOH solution was directly mixed with the CNC sus-
pension, which was then drop-casted on a Glass/ITO substrate. 
Screening effects around individual CNCs and desulfonation 
inhibited efficient ordering and as a consequence thereof 
chirality and selective CPL reflection were destroyed.[31] In 
this regard, the adopted infiltration method as exemplified in 
Figure 1c proves to be of high importance as film anisotropy 
is maintained. After EISA, the CNCs are locked in space and 
the long-range order cannot be disrupted. The following ion 
incorporation (see Section S2 in the Supporting Information) 
infiltrates the droplets with Na cations. After 1 h of soaking 
the droplets are dried using nitrogen flux (see Video S1 in the 
Supporting Information) until constant weight, regaining their 
initial thickness of 10 ± 1 µm (measured in the central 
region – see Section S4 in the Supporting Information). 
Chiral order is maintained and ion rich photonic electrolytes 
are obtained (atomic Na concentration in CNC:Na films of 
(0.99 ± 0.06)%, measured by energy-dispersive X-ray spectros-
copy – EDS). For simplification, the Na-incorporated films will 
be treated as CNC:Na, whereas pristine films as CNC:0.

2.3. Optical Characterization

Both, the CNC:0 as well as the CNC:Na show a typical coffee-
ring effect where the highest uniformity in thickness is obtained 

in the center regions (see Section S4 in the Supporting Infor-
mation).[32] Figure 2a–d evidences the selective CPL reflection, 
where photographs and polarized optical microscopy (POM) 
images show a macro- and microscopic view of a CNC:Na film 
under CPL illumination, respectively. It is observed, that the 
vivid blue reflection for LCPL of the center region indicated in 
Figure 2a, completely vanishes during RCPL in Figure 2b. In 
the POM images (see Figure 2c,d), the film exhibits a character-
istic fingerprint texture (for additional insight, see Section S5 
in the Supporting Information) and appear as typical “defect-
rich and mosaic like structures” as Lagerwall and co-workers 
described them, indicating domain formation with distinct 
pitch values during EISA.[33] Figure 2e,f shows cross-section 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the droplets, 
illustrating the long-range order and the chiral nematic arrange-
ment of the CNCs. Upon solvent evaporation, the radial out-
ward flow to the edge of the coffee ring induces CNC alignment 
which directly competes with the chiral nematic phase forma-
tion and its kinetics.[34] Thus, the chiral nematic order increases 
when moving to the center of the droplet.[27] Having this phe-
nomenon in mind together with film uniformity (Section S4, 
Supporting Information), the transistors were always deposited 
in the center regions of the photonic films in order to obtained 
strongest CPL response from the devices. Figure 2g,h depicts a 
microscopic view of one of the devices on top of a CNC:Na film 
in reflection mode for LCPL and RCPL, respectively.

The final devices showed an increased response when oper-
ated in transmission mode, i.e., the highest CPL response was 
achieved when light passed first through the CNC:Na film 
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Figure 2. Photonic film characterization. a–d) CPL reflection of a CNC:Na film at the macroscopic and microscopic scales (POM), respectively. Scale 
bars: 2 mm and 50 µm, respectively. e,f) Cross section SEM images of a monodomain of the same film, illustrating the long range order and twisting 
of individual CNCs, where (f) is an amplification of the indicated area in (e). Scale bars: 1000 and 400 nm, respectively. g,h) The a-IGZO transistors 
under LCPL and RCPL illumination in reflection mode, respectively. Scale bars indicate 500 µm.
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before reaching the photoactive a-IGZO layer of the transis-
tors. In this mode, the CNC:Na films thus act as a photonic 
filter for CPL, blocking LCPL and transmitting RCPL. Thus, 
in order to quantify the spectral CPL response of the films, 
transmission spectrophotometry coupled with a circular polar-
izer (EdmundOptics Plastic Circular Polarizer) was used. To 
decrease influences from the sin(θi) term from Equation (1), 
spectra were taken normal to the planar central region of the 
films. Figure 3a shows a CPL transmission spectrum of a CNC:0 
and a CNC:Na film for 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm, where the black 
and orange curves represent RCPL and LCPL, respectively. As 
expected, RCPL exhibits increased transmittance in the range 
between 80% and 90% for the investigated wavelength range. 
LCPL follows a similar trend starting from 800 nm until roughly 
600 nm, from where it starts to diverge significantly from the 
RCPL data, indicating the start of the photonic bandgap.

The observed broad band transmission region (starting 
from 600 nm) is due to monodomains inside the film that 
form during the drying process (see Section S6 in the Sup-
porting Information). These monodomains present distinct 
pitch values (P) which effectively influence the reflected 
LCPL (Equation (1)) and thus the transmitted RCPL.[35] The 
maximum observed transmission however is centered at the 
average of coinciding domain orientation and pitch values. 
In the studied case (with the used CPL filters) the maximum 
distinction (ΔCPL) between RCPL and LCPL lays at 400 nm. 
This value would be expected to further increase in the region 
λ < 400 nm, which was not investigated (the used CPL filters 
are not superachromatic and thus going below 400 nm does 
not make sense – see Section S7 in the Supporting Informa-
tion for data). Figure 3b plots and compares the achieved 
ΔCPL for each one of the films at maximum distinction. Here, 
we observe a maximum CPL distinction of around 30%,  
where no significant influence was measured between the 
pristine CNC:0 and the infiltrated CNC:Na, laying on average 
in the standard deviations of the measurements. These results 
show that the photonic properties and film anisotropies are 
retained during ion infiltration and the films can be used as 

solid-state photonic electrolytes in FETs, yielding, what is com-
monly known as electrolyte-gated transistors (EGTs).

2.4. EGTs on Solid-State Photonic Electrolyte

As stated beforehand, the ion incorporation has a variety of 
positive effects on the electrochemical activity but most impor-
tantly, it was essential for the final devices, as with CNC:0 
films, the EGTs showed no current modulation whatsoever. 
Transistors were deposited in the central regions of the films, 
where the highest uniformity in thickness and photonic proper-
ties were achieved. The chosen staggered bottom-gate transistor 
architecture type (as depicted in Figure 4a) has considerable 
advantages when compared to planar types (where S/D and 
G lay in the same plane). Namely, faster ionic movement due 
to a vertical and thus more uniform electric field distribution in 
the CNC:Na film, leading to faster switching and lower opera-
tion voltages.[36]

Figure 4b shows the transfer curves of the devices on 
CNC:Na which exhibit a typical n-type behavior at very low oper-
ation voltages (VDS = 1.5 V for a symmetric VGS between −2 and 
2 V), a counterclockwise hysteresis (indication for ionic charge 
accumulation at the interfaces) and a negative turn-on voltage 
(VOn). The screening of the negative charges of the pristine 
CNC:0 from the Na+ ions shifts VOn to negative values, leading 
to a depletion mode (normally On) behavior. The devices show 
current On-Off ratios (IOn/IOff) of up to 7 orders of magnitude, 
low leakage currents, low subthreshold swings (SS), and high 
saturation mobilities (µsat) of up to 9 cm2 V−1 s−1 (see Section 
S8 in the Supporting Information for additional data). They 
are characterized by an ultrasteep SS, conferring a fast transi-
tion from the low current (Off) to the high current (On) state. 
The SS for the tested devices lay in the order of 80 mV dec−1, 
thus reaching values close to the theoretical limit of modern 
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) 
technology. SS of conventional MOSFETs cannot scale below 
60 mV dec−1, representing a thermal limit, which is connected 
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Figure 3. Optical characterization of the photonic solid-state electrolytes where a) shows the total transmittance of CPL for the two investigated films 
for 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm, b) comparison of maximum CPL distinction at λ = 400 nm for the pristine CNC:0 and after infiltration with Na ions for the 
areas indicated in the insets. Photonic properties are maintained as exemplified by the two macroscopic images as insets. Scale bars indicate 2 mm. 
Error bars shown are standard deviations of 5 independent measurements.
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to the drift-diffusion transport and Fermi–Dirac distribution of 
carriers at the interfaces. However, in EGTs, capacitances owing 
to ionic electrical double layer (EDL) formation can induce con-
siderably higher charges than conventional oxide dielectrics, 
lowering operation voltages and consequently SS.

Increased ionic polarizability (when moving from CNC:0 to 
CNC:Na) greatly enhance the transistor characteristics. Most 
importantly operation voltages were lowered one order of mag-
nitude from VDS and VGS of 15 and ±30 V, respectively, for 
CNC:0 to 1.5 and ±2 V, respectively, for CNC:Na. Figure 4c plots 
of the output curves of devices on CNC:Na where VDS was swept 
from 0 to 3 V for distinct VGS reaching from −2 to 2 V in 0.5 V 
steps. Qualitatively, the transistors on CNC:Na reach saturation 
regime, yielding very stable outputs for higher VDS values.

To the authors’ knowledge the obtained parameters here 
have never been achieved in paper-gated transistors. A possible 
explanation for this might lay in the structural order of the CNC 
membranes. For instance, activated, mesoporous, templated, or 
carbide-derived carbons with high specific surface area and ani-
sotropy greatly increase electrolytic capacitance parameters.[37] 
However, there is little known on how mesoporosity or struc-
tural order in the electrolyte itself might influence dielectric 
performance. Kim et al. worked with mesoporous silica as a 
single ion conducting solid-state electrolyte with directional 
anisotropy.[38] Their results show that ionic transport is facili-
tated owing to the ordered structure. A similar effect could be in  
play here where the intrinsic chiral nematic order of the 
CNC:Na membranes enhances ionic polarizability. This positive 
“side effect” greatly enhances transistor performance, giving 
rise to these paper FETs with never before seen characteristics.

2.5. Circular Polarized Light Sensing

The photonic properties of the solid-state electrolyte in these 
devices confers an extra degree of freedom when it comes to 
information technology where now in addition to electric fields, 
CPL can influence distinct logic states. As already depicted in 
Figure 2g,h, the devices, when observed through CPL filters, 
exhibit very distinct microscopic aspects. A striking visible phe-
nomenon, where successful sensing by means of an electronic 
device has yet to be achieved.

Figure 5a shows the employed setup for CPL detection 
using the a-IGZO transistors on the CNC:Na photonic elec-
trolytes. A blue light-emitting diode (LED) (λ = 405 nm) 
emits unpolarized light that attains circular polarization 
when transmitted through one of the CPL filters – LCPL 
for left-handed and RCPL for right-handed polarized light 
(see Section S7 in the Supporting Information for trans-
mittance of the CPL filter). The CPL then travels through 
the glass/ITO substrate (for simplification not represented  
in the schematic), an isotropic medium that does not interfere  
with the polarization state. When reaching the CNC:Na film, 
the light, depending on the polarization state is either reflected 
back (LCPL) or transmitted (RCPL) to the semiconductor, 
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Figure 4. Electrical characterization of EGT on CNC:Na. a) Schematic 
representation of device architecture and applied voltages. b) Transfer 

curves where continuous and dashed lines represent IDS and IGS, respec-
tively. c) Output curves for a VDS sweep from 0 to 3 V and distinct VGS 
reaching from −2 to 2 V in 0.5 V steps.
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resulting in photoexcitation. Consequently, we expect a low 
current state for LCPL and a high current state for RCPL. In  
Figure 5b, we thus monitor subthreshold conduction of the 
devices with an applied VGS = −2 V < VOn when illuminated for 
150 s either with LCPL or RCPL. A clear difference between the 
currents for LCPL and RCPL of up to 50% can be identified. 
Again, devices on CNC:0 showed slow response and only very 
low distinction of CPL, as efficient sensing is directly connected 
to transistor performance.

With the employed a-IGZO we face a wide bandgap 
(Eg ≈ 3 eV ≈ 413 nm) semiconductor with excellent photorespon-
sivity in the visible to blue light spectrum, as confirmed by var-
ious reports.[39,40] Photoexcitation in a-IGZO relies on the density 
of states (DOS), photoresponsive energies for sub-bandgap pho-
tons and oxygen vacancies that create surface acceptors for holes. 
Even with photon energies (Eph) below Eg, electron–hole pairs 
are photogenerated,[41] where the holes ionize oxygen vacancies 
to give Vo

+ or Vo
++ (which diffuse to the CNC:Na/a-IGZO inter-

face) and the electrons remain in the conduction band (CB), 
yielding a photocurrent – Iph (see Figure 5c for a schematic 
of the process). With transistors working in depletion mode 
(being the case of our devices), a negative bias stabilizes these 
photocurrents as no additional electrons flow into the semicon-
ductor to deionize the defect states.

A response to the light stimulus is observed with similar 
rise and fall times for both polarization states. Interestingly, 
no persistent photoconductivity (PPC) is observed as IDS falls 
back to the initial value after removal of the stimulus. A feat not 
observed during negative VGS measurements in n-type amor-
phous oxide semiconductors (AOS).[42] In our case, the leakage 
current at the CNC:Na/a-IGZO interface compensates the 
positive oxygen vacancies, minimizing PPC.

As confirmed by spectrophotometry, the highest ΔCPL for the 
investigated films was measured at λ = 405 nm (see Figure 3a), 
laying clearly in the order of subgap states of unpassivated 

a-IGZO.[43] As an underlying phenomenon we can examine the 
optical paths through the CNC:Na layer for LCPL and RCPL. 
Figure 5d schematically illustrates distinct reflection or transmis-
sion inside the CNC:Na film for LCPL and RCPL, respectively. In 
the LCPL case a portion of the light (ideally around 35% as con-
firmed by spectrophotometry) will be reflected by the CNC:Na 
layer. Clearly, the photogenerated current for LCPL is nonzero 
as we are not dealing with a filter with perfect extinction coef-
ficients owing to defects in the chiral nematic structure. On the 
other hand, for RCPL, around 90% of the light is transmitted 
and reaches the a-IGZO layer. This increases electron–hole pair 
photogeneration (especially for sub-bandgap states at the surface 
of the semiconductor), which in turn increases Iph.

It is noted that Iph doubles when comparing LCPL to RCPL. 
This is surprising as ΔCPL was measured well below 50%. Fac-
tors that might increase efficient distinction between the two 
states are for instance internal reflections of RCPL at interfaces, 
resulting in polarization inversion RCPL → LCPL which is 
then more easily reflected by the CNC:Na back into the light 
absorbing layers. An opposite effect might occur for the inverse 
case, where LCPL is polarization inversed upon reflection and 
then transmitted through the CNC:Na layer as RCPL light. We 
therefore might face a light trapping effect that can be an inter-
esting point of study for future investigation.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we report on the integration of bioinspired pho-
tonic films based on cellulose nanocrystals into transistor 
devices capable of sensing distinct polarization states of CPL.

To produce the final devices, an ion infiltration method was 
necessary to enrich the photonic CNC films with sodium ions 
from a sodium hydroxide solutions. It was shown that the infil-
tration procedure does not disrupt chiral nematic ordering, 
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Figure 5. CPL detection. a) A schematic representation of the implemented CPL detection setup. For simplification reasons the glass/ITO substrate 
is omitted. b) Normalized photogenerated current for a 150 s LCPL, 150 s off, and 150 s RCPL cycle. c) Band diagram of ITO/CNC:Na/a-IGZO. 
Sub-bandgap photons excite electrons from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) above the Fermi energy (EF) and ionize oxygen 
vacancies in the process. d) Schematic representation of optical path through the CNC:Na layer.
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distinct CPL reflection or transmission (up to 30% distinction 
between RCPL and LCPL) and was essential for low-voltage 
operation of the transistors. The infiltrated films are integrated 
as gate dielectrics in a staggered bottom-gate transistor architec-
ture with amorphous IGZO as the semiconductor. The final 
devices work in depletion mode (VOn < 0 V) with On–Off ratios 
of up to 7 orders of magnitude and saturation mobilities of up 
to 9 cm2 V−1 s−1. Steep subthreshold swings of 80 mV dec−1 
were achieved, coming close to the theoretical thermal MOSFET 
limit (60 mV dec−1). The devices are capable of distinguishing 
between RCPL and LCPL where sub-bandgap states of the 
a-IGZO and photonic filtering effects during CPL illumination 
are responsible for an increase in photogenerated current.

The proof of concept of a photosensitive chiral transistor pre-
sented here could lead to an additional degree of freedom for 
information processing, where now not only light and electrons 
carry information but also distinct polarization states. The inte-
gration of the presented devices into electronic circuitry with 
suited signal amplification could lead to an increase in sensi-
tivity and a platform for logic CPL signal processing. Applica-
tions range from spintronic devices (CPL spin induction into 
electrons), fiber optics, communication, imaging, or emission 
to sensing applications with CPL.

4. Experimental Section
CNC Preparation: CNCs were prepared by sulfuric acid hydrolysis 

(Sigma-Aldrich, 95–97%) of microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH-101, 
Sigma-Aldrich, 10 g).[21,23] Consecutive centrifugation steps were used 
to obtain the final CNC suspension for certain pH values (1.9 and 3.9). 
Dialysis was used (Spectra/Pro 4 membrane) during 4 weeks to increase 
the final pH of the suspension until around 3.5. The obtained CNCs show 
152 ± 65 and 17 ± 7 nm of length and width, resulting in an aspect ratio of 
10 ± 3. These values are similar to previous works from the literature, which 
use the same experimental conditions.[44,45] Before drop-casting, to increase 
anisotropy, the suspension was sonicated at least 3 times for 45 min.

CNC Film: To increase uniform spreading of the CNC suspension 
on the hydrophobic ITO surface, a UV/ Ozone exposure for 45 min 
was performed (PSD Series, Digital UV Ozone System by NOVASCAN). 
A mask with a circular opening of 1.5 cm was used, leaving the central 
area exposed to the treatment, while protecting the rest of the substrate. 
This way, after the UV exposure, the deposited CNC suspensions only 
spread until the limit of the treated area, forming the desired circular 
films. The films were left to dry for 24 h in a controlled environment 
(SICCO, 25% RH, T = 21 °C, measured by a TFA Dostmann/Wertheim 
humidity sensor) until constant weight. Ion infiltration was done in a 
Petri dish (diameter of 3 cm) using 10 mL of 0.5 m sodium hydroxide 
solution from Sigma-Aldrich without any further purification. The 
samples with the films showing up were submersed in the solution 
and left for infiltration. After 1 h, the samples were extracted from the 
solution and rinsed off in ultrapure water for 3 s to remove residual 
hydroxide solution. Afterward, they were dried until constant weight 
using nitrogen flux. Thickness measurements were performed using a 
XP-200 profilometer from AMBIOS Technology. Surface scanning was 
performed with a speed of 0.1 mm s−1 and a stylus force of 1 mg over a 
line length of 17 mm.

Macroimaging: For photographs of the films, a LEICA M80 magnifying 
lens was used with 0.25 × amplification. The software to obtain images 
from the LEICA IC80 HD camera was LEICA Microsystems Application 
Suite V4. Conventional plastic circular polarizing lenses (T  > 40% for 
400 nm < λ < 800 nm) from Edmund Optics were used to obtain images 
in RCPL or LCPL mode.

Polarized Optical Microscopy and CPL Detection: Optical images were 
obtained in reflection mode, by using an Olympus BX51 microscope, 
coupled with an Olympus DP73 CCD camera, and acquired with  
the Stream Basic v.1.9 Olympus software. A cold illumination source 
generated by a halogen lamp (KL 2500 LCD, Olympus) was used. The 
images were obtained with 10× objectives (Olympus, MPlanFL N) and 
automatically scaled by the software.

SEM: SEM images were obtained using a Carl Zeiss Auriga crossbeam 
(SEM–focus-ion-beam (FIB)) workstation instrument, equipped 
with an Oxford energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. Samples were 
mounted in aluminum stubs, coated with a thin carbon layer using a 
Q150T ES Quorum sputter coater. The acquisition was performed using 
an accelerating voltage of 2 or 5 kV with 5.6–7.2 mm as working distance.

Device Fabrication: The devices were fabricated with neither 
substrate heating nor postprocess annealing. A staggered bottom-gate 
configuration was adopted based on an ITO-coated glass substrate as the 
common gate electrode (Xin Yan Technology Limited, XY15s, 15 Ω sq−1, 
polished with T > 85%@550 nm and thickness of 155 ± 20 nm) followed 
by the CNCs as gate dielectric, a-IGZO, working as the active oxide 
semiconductor and then titanium/gold (Ti/Au) source and drain 
electrodes deposited on top. The electrical contacts, double layer of 
Ti/Au with 6 and 65 nm, respectively, were deposited on the substrate by 
e-beam evaporation. The 35 nm IGZO (In2O3–Ga2O3–ZnO; 2:1:2 mol%) 
layer was deposited by radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, at room 
temperature (RT), in an AJA ORION system. The semiconductor channel 
and the electrodes were patterned by shadow masks with a channel 
width (W) of 2000 µm and length (L) of 50 µm (W/L = 40).

Electrical Characterization and CPL Detection: Electrical characterization 
of the devices was conducted at RT using a Semiconductor Parameter 
Analyzer (Keithley 4200-SCS) and a manual probe station (JANIS 
ST-500). For the transfer curves, VGS was initially held at −2 V for 10 s 
for stabilization and then swept in 0.1 V steps, from −2 to 2 V with a 
sweep delay (time interval between VGS points) of 0.25 s, with VDS = 1 V. 
For output curves, VDS was swept from 0 to 3 V in 0.1 V steps for distinct 
VGS between −2 and 2 V in 0.5 V steps, without sweep delay. For CPL 
detection, the devices were illuminated from underneath by a λ = 405 nm 
LED from ThorLabs. Voltages were applied using microprobes.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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